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PDIR is a program of cleaning your facility that achieves the best possible results at the lowest 

possible cost. PDIR stands for Preventative, Daily, Interim, and Restorative Cleaning Processes. 

PREVENTATIVE Cleaning focuses on stopping the soil before it enters your facility.  By keep-

ing dirt outdoors, you reduce the amount of cleaning indoors.  Regular sweeping in front of 

your building can reduce the amount of soil tracked into in building up to 66%. 

DAILY Cleaning is all about removing the soil in your facility on a daily basis to minimize the 

damage to both carpet and hard surfaces.  When you maintain carpet and hard floor surfaces 

regularly you extend their useful life. 

INTERIM Cleaning is about maintaining the appearance of your floors as needed with less    

labor, chemicals, and water.  For carpet, that is a low moisture chemical encapsulation.  For 

hard surface floors, it’s a “scrub and recoat” instead of a full strip-out.  This reduces the fre-

quency of restorative cleaning. 

RESTORATIVE Cleaning restores your carpet of hard floor finish as close as possible to its 

original state.  Extracting your carpet or stripping out your floor requires the most amount of 

time and money of any the four cleaning methods. 

Contact us or stop by our store to discuss ways to implement PDIR Processes in your facility. 

                        Tips, Tricks and Techniques 

The best way to Stop Dirt at the Door: 

1) Sweep in front of the door – implement a program of sweeping outside and 

entrance cleaning. 

2) Provide cigarette urns and trash containers at your entrance. 

3) Proper matting—outdoor scraping mats and indoor wiping mats do a great job 

of protecting your entrances and trapping dirt and moisture. 

Croaker has all the supplies you need: brooms, lobby dust pans, dust 

mops, trashcans, ash urns, and a complete selection of matting. 

http://croakeronline.com/


 Symmetry: the leader in 

foam soap systems 
A hand hygiene program is complete only when you have all of the 

necessary components. The Symmetry® Hand Hygiene Program offers a 

complete line of hand hygiene products, awareness and education tools, 

and training for your specific needs. Symmetry’s line of innovative hand 

washes, hand sanitizers, lotions, body washes, and dispensers are ideal for 

any market including healthcare, retail, schools and government, food 

service, manufacturing, automotive, and more. Handwashing is the single, 

most important procedure to stop the spread of germs. Handwashing 

keeps you from transferring germs to other areas of your body, other 

people, and the environment. Wash your hands with Symmetry hand wash 

and eliminate germs.  

Sounds great?  Well it gets even better—your facility can have this 

innovative soap system AND save money compared to liquid or 

other foam soap systems!  Symmetry’s great features include: 
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Croaker provides Symmetry dispensers at no charge, with free installation  

and free lifetime replacement. 

Visit our website, contact us or stop by our full service showroom for more details. 

                                 

 2036 “pushes” of rich foam soap in each 1250 ml refill—fewer change outs. 

 99% product evacuation rate—no more wasted soap. 

 Each refill comes with a fresh pump and a patented “No-Drip” bellows—clean countertops. 

 Symmetry dispensers are made of durable ABS plastic and now have a choice between hidden and 

keyed lock options.  Innovative “repair in place” technology and large sight windows earn praises 

from custodians. 

There’s a Symmetry Product for all your hand hygiene needs: 

http://croakeronline.com/

